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Abstract
This paper deals with the estimation of the time-to-contact in dynamic vision. It is well known that di2erential invariants of the image
velocity 4eld can be used to characterize the shape changes of objects in the scene, due to relative motion between the observer and the
scene. Under the hypothesis of constant velocity along the optical axis, the time-to-contact turns out to be a function of the area enclosed
by the object contour and its time derivative.
In the paper, a novel approach based on set membership estimation theory is proposed to estimate the variables involved in the
computation of the time-to-contact. Both errors in the motion model and image measurement noise are described as unknown-but-bounded
disturbances, without requiring any statistical assumption. The proposed technique allows for the computation of guaranteed bounds on
the time-to-contact estimates in 4nite time, a crucial issue in all problems where a robust evaluation of the time-to-contact is in order.
? 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the main problems in robot visual navigation and
in robot manipulation systems is the computation of the
time-to-contact. In mobile robotics, the recovery of this parameter is of paramount importance in collision avoidance
and in braking. The work of Nelson and Aloimonos (1988)
is one of the 4rst papers where vision-based spatio-temporal
techniques enable the robotic device to avoid collisions by
computing the time-to-contact (see Cipolla (1996) for a
comprehensive bibliography on the topic).
The basic problem consists in computing the time needed
for the observer to reach a 4xed object, in the hypothesis that the relative velocity along the optical axis is kept
constant. Within the world of dynamic vision, this speci4c
problem appears as a typical “goal-oriented” problem, in
the sense that its solution does not require the complete
3-D scene reconstruction, but it can be accomplished in an
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eFcient way by using only a partial solution of the general structure-from-motion problem. Di2erential invariants
of the image velocity 4eld (curl, divergence and shear) are
used to characterize the changes in the shape of objects in the
scene due to the relative motion between the observer and
the scene. Under the hypothesis of constant velocity along
the optical axis, the time-to-contact turns out to be a function of the area enclosed by the object contour and its time
derivative. One advantage of this method is that the evaluation of the time-to-contact is performed without tracking
point features in the image, i.e. without estimating the full
image velocity 4eld, which is an ill-conditioned problem.
In fact, since the estimates are based on surface integrals
along the contours, the area-based method is weakly sensitive to noise measurements. The main drawback of this technique consists in its sensitivity to partial occlusions of the
object.
The aim of the present paper is twofold. First, a new
recursive estimation technique is introduced for evaluating the variables involved in the computation of the
time-to-contact. The new technique relies on a recently
developed approach to estimation problems, known as set
membership or unknown-but-bounded approach (see e.g.
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Schweppe, 1973; Milanese & Vicino, 1991; Garulli, Tesi,
& Vicino, 1999). The basic assumption underlying this theory is that error and noise processes belong to prescribed
sets. The objective is to 4nd optimal set estimators and
evaluate the corresponding minimal uncertainty intervals
for the unknown variables to be estimated.
The second contribution of the paper consists in providing
theoretical results which allow for the computation of guaranteed uncertainty intervals for the time-to-contact estimate
in a 4nite number of steps. This topic is important in all the
problems where an explicit evaluation of the accuracy of the
estimate of the time-to-contact is crucial (a typical example
being obstacle avoidance in autonomous navigation).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the set membership technique used to track contours parameterized according to B-splines snakes. Section 3 solves
the problem of evaluating nonconservative uncertainty intervals for the time-to-contact estimates. Experimental results
are presented and discussed in Section 4, while Section 5
reports some concluding remarks.
2. Contour tracking and dierential invariants approach
2.1. Parameterization of image contours
Linear parameterization of image contours is largely used
in computer vision. B-splines interpolation shows attractive
features for 4tting both open and closed contours (see e.g.
Blake, Curwen, & Zisserman, 1993; Blake & Isard, 1998). In
fact, it is well known that this parameterization leads to numerically well-behaved solutions and to eFcient algorithms.
A closed B-spline curve of degree h is de4ned as
S(u) =

m−1


Vi Bih (u);

where vx is the measurement noise, B(u) is a vector whose
components are the B-spline base functions Bih (u); i =
0; : : : ; m − 1 and X = [X0 ; : : : ; Xm−1 ] . A similar equation
holds for measurements zy (u; t) of the second coordinate of
the control points.
If the image shape is complex, the parameterization
through B-splines requires a large number of control points.
As a consequence, the dimension of the state space vector
dramatically increases, leading image tracking algorithms to
instability (Blake et al., 1993). For many purposes, like, for
example, the computation of the time-to-contact, the objects
to be tracked are usually planar rigid bodies, as for instance
the area of the rear windscreen of a car in automatic parking
applications. In such cases, the contour parameterization
can be simpli4ed. In fact the projection onto the image plane
of a planar rigid object, moving with respect to the camera,
can be approximated by just six aFne degrees of freedom,
under the hypothesis of weak perspective, i.e. if the depth of
the object is small with respect to its distance from the camera, or when the planar object is orthogonal to the optical
axis (a quite common situation in time-to-contact evaluation). The six degrees of freedom can be represented by a
vector Q de4ned as Q = [tx ty sr11 sr22 sr21 sr12 ] , where
tx (ty ) represents the coeFcient of the contour translation
in the image plane along the x (y) direction, s denotes the
scaling factor and rij is the (i; j) entry of the rotation matrix
R (det(R) = 1).
The Q-parameterization describes the contour as a function of the template (Fischler & Elschlager, 1973), i.e. the
initial reference estimated contour denoted by control points
(XR ; YR ). The relationship between the Q vector and the control points of a single captured image is given by


u ∈ [umin ; umax ];

Y

i=0

where Bih (u) are the B-spline base functions of degree h
and the coeFcients Vi = (Xi ; Yi ) are the control points of
the curve.
The contour tracking problem consists in computing an
estimate Ŝ(u; t) of the object contour as a function of the
control points Vi (t), evolving dynamically with time. The
problem is frequently approached through Kalman 4ltering.
This is done by constructing a state space model of the
rigid object contour motion. State variables are de4ned as
the coordinates Xi (t); Yi (t) of the control points and their
respective time derivatives Ẋ i (t); Y˙ i (t).
The visual measurement process consists in collecting
measurements of the contour position, by searching along
directions orthogonal to the estimated curve and within a
search window, whose size is function of the positional variance of the current estimate. Contour measurements can be
expressed in terms of control points as
 
X
zx (u; t) = [B(u) 0]
+ vx (u; t);
(1)
Ẋ

X




= WQ;

W=

cx 1

0

XR

0

0

YR

0

cy 1

0

YR

XR

0


;
(2)

where 1 = [11 : : : 1] , and (cx ; cy ) is a reference point in the
image (usually, the rotation center for the planar rigid motion
of the image). Clearly, the initial contour is represented by
the vector Q0 = [0 0 1 1 0 0] .
The 12-dimensional vector of state variables to be estimated is de4ned as [Q Q̇ ] ; Q̇ being the time derivative of
Q. The contour dynamics in the aFne state space is easily
obtained from the corresponding dynamic equations in the
control points state space. As regards the visual measurements process, Eq. (1) and its y counterpart turn into
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2.2. Discrete-time dynamics of image contour

uncertainty a2ecting the system can be expressed as

In order to derive a tracking algorithm for the image
contour, the discrete-time version of the contour dynamics
and the measurement equation should be considered. The
discrete-time equations take on the following general form:

wk ∞ 6 "w ;

k+1 = Fk k + Gk wk ;
yk = Hk + vk ;

(3)
 

where k =[Q Q̇ ] represents the state vector at time k and
wk (vk ) is the process (measurement) noise. The 2L visual
measurements available at time k are grouped into the vector
yk = [zx (u1 ; k) zy (u1 ; k) · · · zx (uL ; k) zy (uL ; k)] and the
output matrix H can be written as H = [HR 0] where
 



B(u1 )
B(uL )
0
0


HR = W
:
:::W
0
B(u1 )
0
B(uL )
The measurement noise vector is vk = [vx (u1 ; k); vy (u1 ; k)
: : : vx (uL ; k); vy (uL ; k)] .
Matrices Fk and Gk reSect the a priori knowledge on
the contour dynamics. In particular, Fk represents the deterministic part of the dynamics and accounts for information about di2erent motion components in the image plane,
such as translation, rotation and scaling. On the other hand,
Gk explains how random acceleration terms a2ect the contour dynamics. For example, let us consider the case of uniform motion towards the geometric center of the contour
of a 4xed planar rigid object. The projected image will undergo a simple expansion, with no translation and rotation.
In the aFne transformation parameterization introduced in
Section 2.1, this contour motion is described by the state
vector Q(t) = [1 − s(t) 1 − s(t) s(t) s(t) 0 0] , where the
scale factor s(t) = d0 =(d0 − t) is evaluated as the ratio between the distance from the object at time t = 0 (d0 ) and
that at time t; being the (constant) velocity of the uniform
motion. The presence of unknown acceleration terms can be
accounted by the continuous-time model
s(t)
T =2

d0

ṡ(t)s(t) + w(t):

(4)

Therefore, matrices Fk and Gk can be obtained by linearizing model (4) in s(t) and then discretizing the linearized
model (where t = k! and ! is the chosen sampling time).
Notice that as d0 and/or are usually unknown, the obtained
linear time-varying model is not a priori known. A possible
choice is to replace s(k!) with an estimate ŝ(k!), previously
computed on the basis of the collected visual measurements
up to time (k − 1)!.
2.3. Contour tracking via set membership 7ltering
Following an alternative approach with respect to the literature, in this paper we assume that both process and measurement noises in (3) are unknown-but-bounded (Milanese
& Vicino, 1991). This means that the a priori knowledge on

vk ∞ 6 "v ;
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(5)

where "w and "v are known positive scalars and a∞ ,
supi |ai |. Weighted ∞-norms and time-varying bounds can
be also considered in (5), thus including complex dynamics errors and spatially varying measurement noise in the
proposed framework. Notice that no statistical assumptions
are made on wk and vk . This permits to treat also biased
and/or nonstationary disturbances, for which a rich a priori
knowledge is required. Actually, in many practical cases, it
is considerably easier to get knowledge on error magnitude
bounds.
In this setting, the problem of computing a recursive estimate of the state vector can be addressed in a set theoretic approach, see e.g. Bertsekas and Rhodes (1971), Chernousko
(1980), Chisci, Garulli, and Zappa (1996). Assume that the
initial state vector 0 lies in the bounded set X(0| − 1), i.e.,
the a priori knowledge on the initial conditions. Then, denote by X(k|k) and X(k + 1|k) the sets of state vectors k
and k+1 , respectively, which are compatible with all the
available information up to time k (namely the noise bounds
(5), the initial condition X(0| − 1) and the measurements
yi , for i = 0; 1; : : : ; k). It is easy to see that the above sets
are generated by the following recursion:
X(k|k) = X(k|k − 1) ∩ M(k);
X(k + 1|k) = Fk X(k|k) + Gk S∞ ("w );
where M(k) = {k : yk − Hk ∞ 6 "v } is the set of state
vectors compatible with the measurements at time k, and
S∞ ("w ) is the ball of radius "w in the ∞-norm.
In general, as k increases, the sets X(k|k) and X(k +
1|k) become very complicated and their exact computation requires a large amount of calculations. Therefore, approximation through simple regions like ellipsoids is often
pursued. In this paper, the approximating regions adopted
are parallelotopes. An n-dimensional parallelotope is de4ned as P = { ∈ Rn :  = ˆ + T&; &∞ 6 1} where ˆ is the
center of the parallelotope and T is the n × n matrix whose
column vectors represent the edges of the parallelotope.
Recursive approximation of polytopic regions through
parallelotopes has been introduced in Vicino and Zappa
(1996), and then applied to the state estimation problem in
Chisci et al. (1996), where two sequences of outer approximating parallelotopes P(k|k) and P(k + 1|k) are computed
so that they satisfy the inclusions
P(0| − 1) ⊇ X(0| − 1);
P(k|k) ⊇ P(k|k − 1) ∩ M(k);
P(k + 1|k) ⊇ Fk P(k|k) + Gk S∞ ("w ):
In order to reduce the conservativeness introduced by the
approximation, minimum-volume parallelotopes are considered. Hence, at time k, the set theoretic parallelotopic state
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4lter provides the set estimate
P(k|k) = {k|k : k|k = ˆk|k + Tk|k &; &∞ 6 1};

(6)

where ˆk|k is the central estimate of the state vector and
Tk|k de4nes the parallelotopic uncertainty region associated
to the central estimate. The uncertainty intervals relative
to each state variable can be obtained by computing the
minimum-volume axis-aligned box containing the parallelotope P(k|k). The desired outbounding box is provided by
the following lemma, which can be easily proven.
Lemma 1. Consider the parallelotope P(k|k) in (6), and
let Tk|k = {tij }. Then, the minimum-volume axis-aligned
box containing P(k|k) is given by
B(k|k) = {k|k : k|k = ˆk|k + Dk|k &; &∞ 6 1};

where Dk|k = diag{d1 ; d2 ; : : :} and di = j |tij |.
2.4. Computation of the time-to-contact
The time-to-contact ( is de4ned as the time interval between the present instant and the instant when the observing sensor and the point on the object along the optical axis
come to collision, under the hypothesis of uniform relative
motion.
Denoting by A(t) the area enclosed by the contour estimated at time t, and by Ȧ(t) its time derivative, it can be
shown that the time-to-contact ( is given by (Cipolla, 1996)
2A(t)
(=
:
(7)
Ȧ(t)
From Green’s theorem in the plane it is easy to show that
the area enclosed by a curve
 umaxwith parameterization X (u) and
Y (u) is given by A(t) = umin
X (u; t)(d=du)Y (u; t) du. In the
case of contour parameterization through B-splines control
points, it can be shown that
 umax

d
A(t) =
(Xi Yj )
Bik
Bjk du:
du
umin
i
j


In matrix notation one gets A(t) = X (t)SY (t) and its
time derivative: Ȧ(t) = Ẋ  (t)SY (t) + X  (t)S Y˙ (t), where
umax
Bik (d=du)Bjk du.
S = {sij }; sij = umin
Consider the Q-parameterization introduced in Section
2.1 and partition equation (2) as X = Wx Q; Y = Wy Q. Then,
the area contained in the image contour and its derivative
become
A(t) = Q Wx SWy Q;

(8)

Ȧ(t) = Q (Wx SWy + Wy S  Wx )Q̇:

(9)

Note that A(t) and Ȧ(t) can be estimated quite inexpensively at any iteration of the set membership 4lter recursion
described in Section 2.3. In fact, Q; Q̇ are exactly the state
variables of the contour dynamics model. Moreover, since
the entries of matrix S are integral parameters which do not

depend on time t, they can be computed o2-line not a2ecting
the computational burden of the tracking algorithm.
Due to the particular structure of matrices Wx and Wy ,
the diagonal elements of matrix Wx SWy are zero. Therefore,
A(t) and Ȧ(t) turn out to be multilinear functions of the state
vector [Q Q̇ ] components. Multilinearity will play a key
role in computing the bounds on the time-to-contact estimate
(see Section 3).
3. Set-theoretic time-to-contact estimate
Let B be the estimated uncertainty box for the parameters
Q and their time derivatives. Following Lemma 1, this set
can be written as B = { ∈ R12 : ˆi − di 6 i 6 ˆi + di }.
From (7)–(9), it ensues that, the time-to-contact is given
by the ratio of two multilinear functions in the state space
variables, i.e.
2A(t) n[(t)]
:
(10)
=
(() =
d[(t)]
Ȧ(t)
Now, we want to compute the uncertainty interval
[(min ; (max ] on the time-to-contact, induced by uncertainty in
the parameter vector , i.e. we want to solve the following
constrained optimization problems
(min = min (();
∈B

(max = max (():

(11)

∈B

Notice that problems (11) are nonconvex, being the objective function the ratio of two multilinear functions of the
independent variables. We show in the following that both
problems (11) can be solved in a 4nite number of steps. Let
us introduce a special extremal subset of B, containing the
vertices of the hyperrectangle B
Bv = { ∈ B: i = ˆi + &i di ; &i ∈ {−1; 1}}:
Lemma 2. Let f() : RM → R be a multilinear function of
. Then
max f() = max f();
∈B

∈Bv

min f() = min f():
∈B

∈Bv

Now, we can state and prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 1. Let the time-to-contact ( be de7ned as in (10),
via (8) and (9). Moreover, let d() = 0; ∀ ∈ B. Then
(min = min (();
∈Bv

(max = max (():
∈Bv

Proof. With reference to the de4nition of ( in (10), let us
introduce the function F((; ) = ( d() − n().
For a 4xed (, de4ne the value set V(() = {x ∈ R: x =
F((; ); for some  ∈ B}. The set V(() is a segment of the
real axis, whose left and right endpoints are
E l (() = min F((; );
∈B

E r (() = max F((; ):
∈B
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From the de4nition of ( in (10), it is easy to verify that
0 ∈ V((), if and only if (min 6 ( 6 (max . By a continuity
argument, the minimum and maximum values of ( for which
the equation F((; ) = 0 admits a solution for some ˜ ∈ B,
are values of ( such that one of the endpoints of the value set
V(() coincides with the origin of the real axis. This means
E r ((min ) = 0 or E l ((min ) = 0, and similarly E r ((max ) = 0
or E l ((max ) = 0. Since the function F((; ) is multilinear in
, by Lemma 2 it is concluded that for any 4xed (, and
hence also for ( = (min and ( = (max , there exist vm ; vM ∈ Bv
such that
= arg{min F((; )};
∈B

SM TtC estimate (min, central, max)

12

10

8

6

4

2
1

2

3

4

= arg{maxF((; )}:
∈B

This completes the proof.
R = 0, one has
Clearly, if there exists R ∈ B such that d()
(max = +∞, while (min is still given by (11).
Once the bounds (min and (max have been computed, a
natural estimate of ( in (7) is given by the center of the
uncertainty interval, i.e.
(min + (max
(ˆ =
:
2

5
6
Time (s)

9

10

18
14

16

12
10
8

4

(a)

This section reports results of experiments performed in
order to test the algorithm presented in the previous section
on both arti4cial and real sequences of images.

8

20

16

14
12
10
8
6
4

6

4. Experimental results

7

Fig. 2. Set membership time-to-contact estimate in the case of exact
a priori knowledge (ˆ0 = ((0). True time-to-contact (dashed); nominal
estimate (solid central); error bounds (solid outer).
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(b)
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Time (s)

6
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8

Fig. 3. (a) Time-to-contact in the case of a priori knowledge (ˆ0 ¿ ((0):
true time-to-contact (dashed); nominal estimate (solid central); error bounds (solid outer). (b) Estimate in the case (ˆ0 ¡ ((0): true
time-to-contact (dashed), nominal estimate (solid central); error bounds
(solid outer).

4.1. Simulation results
A 4rst experiment has been performed by using a set of
simulated images obtained moving a virtual camera at constant speed, along the optical axis and towards the geometric
center of the contour of a synthetic object (see Fig. 1a)
As motion model, a linear time-varying discrete linearization of Eq. (4) has been adopted with an initial estimate (ˆ0 of
the time-to-contact, generally di2erent from the true value
(0 = ((0) = d0 = . Obviously, the closer the initial estimate
to the true time-to-contact, the better the model prediction.
Beside (ˆ0 , the other tuning parameters of the set membership algorithm are the bounds on wk and vk . These bounds
700
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500

first

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

(b)

first

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

Fig. 1. Contours of the 4rst and last images of two testing sequences:
(a) camera motion towards the geometric center of the image contour;
(b) camera motion towards a point on the image contour.

represent the con4dence level in the model structure and the
measurement accuracy, respectively.
Fig. 2 shows the results of the set membership 4lter for
the case when it is assumed that (ˆ0 = ((0) (exact initial
condition). In this case, the model is well tuned, and consequently, "w can be chosen small with respect to "v . The
algorithm provides both good nominal central estimates for
( and tight bounds on that value (up to less than 15 of the
sampling time, here set to 0:5 s).
Fig. 3 shows the results for the case when the value
of the parameter (ˆ0 is di2erent from the true value of the
time-to-contact at t = 0. Fig. 3a (3b) reports simulation results for (ˆ0 = 9:5 ((ˆ0 = 15:5), while the true value is 12.5. In
these cases, the model will under-estimate (over-estimate)
the true time-to-contact; due to the strong divergent behavior
of the solution of Eq. (4), the model prediction dominates
the measurement update, no matter how large (i.e., unreliable) is the value of the model error ”w . As a consequence,
there exists a time instant when the feasible set provided by
the algorithm becomes empty, and this will cause a break
in the recursive procedure. It is interesting to note that the
set membership 4lter can be tuned in order to stop when the
true value is outside the bounds provided by the algorithm
(see Fig. 3). This feature can be used to verify the reliability
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Fig. 4. Motion not aligned with the center of the image. True
time-to-contact (dashed); nominal estimates and lower and upper bounds
(solid).

of the model itself, and surely is one of its most appealing
features (see Section 4.2).
The algorithm has been tested also on a sequence of synthetic images for which the optical axis does not cross the
geometric center of the object shape (see Fig. 1b). In this
case, model (4) is not able to describe the translational
motion added to the optical axis-aligned motion. As a consequence, there exists a drift introducing an error on both
measurement and model updates. In Fig. 4, results are shown
for (ˆ0 = ((0) and for an experiment with motion along an
axis not intersecting the center of the image. Apart from the
4rst four steps, needed to estimate the drifting component,
the estimates exhibit the same behavior as in the 4rst experiment (Fig. 2).
4.2. Comparison with Kalman 7lter approach
The performance of the set membership algorithm has
been compared to that of the classical Kalman 4lter. As it
is well known, the two approaches are quite di2erent. Set
membership provides hard bounds on the state estimates
using parallelotopes; Kalman 4ltering provides con4dence
ellipsoids for the estimates, under the assumption that all
noises are Gaussian.
In order to fairly compare the two methods, the covariance
matrices of the Kalman 4lter has been chosen so that it is possible to establish a relationship between the noise-bounding
boxes de4ned by (5) for the set membership 4lter, and
the 99.9% con4dence ellipsoid for Gaussian noises in the
Kalman 4lter approach. In particular, two di2erent choices
have been considered for the noise con4dence ellipsoids:
(i) the maximum-volume ellipsoids completely contained in
the noise boxes; (ii) ellipsoids with the same shape and volume as the corresponding noise boxes. First, the ideal case
reported at the beginning of Section 4.1, under the hypothesis (ˆ0 = ((0) has been examined. In this case, the Kalman
4lter provides better performances than the set membership
algorithm: the former shows faster convergence and gives

2
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6

7

8

9
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Time (s)

Fig. 5. Bounds provided by set membership (solid) and Kalman 4ltering
(dashed) in the ideal case ((ˆ0 = ((0)); true time-to-contact (dotted).
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Fig. 6. Bounds provided by set membership (solid) and Kalman (dashed)
algorithms (true time-to-contact is dash-dotted) in the case (ˆ0 ¿ ((0). (a)
Inner con4dence ellipsoids; (b) Equivolume con4dence ellipsoids.

tighter bounds (Fig. 5). Note that for both approaches lower
and upper bounds on the time-to-contact are evaluated on
the minimum volume box containing the parallelotope (set
membership) and the con4dence ellipsoid (Kalman) according to Theorem 1.
The speci4c features of the set membership algorithm become more evident when the experimental setting is closer to
a realistic setup. This is shown in Fig. 6,where it is assumed
that the initial estimate (ˆ0 is larger than the true value ((0).
Consider the case where inner bounding noise con4dence
ellipsoids are used. It is easily veri4ed that while the set
membership 4lter always gives guaranteed bounds and stops
when the true time-to-contact is no longer inside the bounds,
the Kalman 4ltering approach provides tighter but incorrect
bounds. Fig. 6a reports a case in which from time step 11
on, the true time-to-contact is outside the Kalman bounds.
The same situation arises when one considers larger noise
con4dence ellipsoids. Fig. 6b reports the results for the case
when boxes and ellipsoids with equal volume are considered.
In this case, the bounds provided by the two algorithms are
almost identical. Nevertheless, while the set membership algorithm is capable of detecting when the true time-to-contact
exceeds the estimated error bounds, the Kalman 4lter cannot
do the same (see time instant 17 in Fig. 6b).
4.3. Real experiments
The algorithm has been tested on real image sequences,
obtained through a camera mounted on a robotic arm and
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Fig. 8. Algorithm results for the experimental setup in Fig. 7. (a) True
time-to-contact (dashed); central estimates (solid central); error bounds
(solid outer).

approaching a highly contrasted shape (see Fig. 7). In this
case, the sampling time is relatively large (1 s), and only
few images are available. Hence, the 4lter is required to
provide accurate estimates and reliable bounds in few steps.
The results provided by the set membership 4lter are shown
in Fig. 8: notice how, after a transient of just four steps, the
algorithm converges to a good estimate, while tightening the
bounds down to less then one half of the sampling time.
Not surprisingly, the experimental results show that whenever the observation time is limited and the sampling time
cannot be made suFciently small, a good estimate for the
initial condition ((0) is crucial for reliability of the recursive
estimates. To improve the behavior of the algorithm during the transient and its tracking performances, one could
employ an adaptive linear discretization of the uniform motion model (4). The basic idea is to exploit the current
time-to-contact estimate to update the system model. This
can be done without introducing signi4cant changes in the
computational complexity of the algorithm. Using the aforementioned strategy, the algorithm can better tolerate an inaccurate initial estimate and recover more eFciently from
possible accidental deviations of the estimates from their
expected behavior. The adaptive algorithm has been tested
on the setting of Fig. 7. Fig. 9 shows the algorithm outputs
for (ˆ0 varying from 60% to 150% of the true value ((0).
It can be observed that the adaptive algorithm is now able
to tune its internal model providing a good estimate of the
time-to-contact, despite the poor a priori knowledge on the
initial condition.

The estimation of the time-to-contact has been approached
in a set membership framework. A new algorithm has been
devised for tracking object contours and estimating the variables involved in the evaluation of the time-to-contact. The
proposed set membership 4lter provides guaranteed error
bounds on the estimates and this is of paramount importance in robotic applications like obstacle avoidance in autonomous navigation.
Comparisons with the classical Kalman 4lter approach
show that the set membership estimation algorithm is particularly useful in those cases where signi4cant errors in the
motion model are present, while it is not excessively conservative in standard conditions when the Kalman 4lter is the
optimal estimator. Experimental results on both synthetic
and real sequences are encouraging and suggest that the proposed method can be a reliable and powerful alternative to
existent time-to-contact estimation techniques.
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